MOHR board to consider special minimum wage: 14(c)

The results are in for the Third Annual MOHR Outstanding Disability Employer awards, and there are eight winners from a variety of industries. Here they are, along with the supporting providers:

Five members join ‘Unified Work coalition’ for inclusion

MDI is spearheading the newly formed Unified Work coalition to advance employment opportunities for people with disabilities, create a sustainable employment model and assist businesses with hiring and support. Among its members are ODC, Merrick, Rise, Opportunity Partners, Special Olympics Minnesota, Medtronic Foundation and Blandin Foundation.
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Peter McDermott: When discussing diversity and inclusion, include people with disabilities- Pioneer Press

National Disability Employment Awareness Month- Crookston Times

Governor Walz appoints 11 to Blue Ribbon Commission- Office of the Governor

Minnesota Moment: FashionABLE celebrates fashion with people of all abilities - KSTP 5 TV

Flashback: Mother advocates

Please comment and share your story ideas with us.